
Premium Series
JAELYN FIRM

13” | Firm
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*Displayed Fabric May Vary

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: GPQAZE

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Support Core

Symbol Premium Series
Symbol’s Premium Series mattresses 

feature upgraded looks, larger profiles, 
and more advanced materials proven to 

improve your quality of sleep.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

Natural Cotton FR Barrier

Firm Quilt
Firm Quilt

Five-Zone Convoluted Serene™ Foam

Support Layer

789 Quantum Edge
Wrapped Coils

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, en-
hance breathability, and increases support without compromising comfort.

789 Quantum Edge Wrapped Coils provide increased edge support and 
increase the overall size of your sleeping surface. The individually wrapped 
coils contour to your body and reduce motion transfer disturbances.



Premium Series
JAELYN PLUSH

14” | Plush
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*Displayed Fabric May Vary

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: GFQAZF

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Support Core Symbol Premium Series
Symbol’s Premium Series mattresses 

feature upgraded looks, larger profiles, 
and more advanced materials proven to 

improve your quality of sleep.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

Natural Cotton FR Barrier

Cooling Gel Quilt

Cooling Gel Quilt

Breeze Quilt

Five-Zone Convoluted Serene™ Foam

Super Soft Foam

789 Quantum Edge
Wrapped Coils

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, en-
hance breathability, and increases support without compromising comfort.

Cooling Gel Foam in the quilt feature gel particles to move heat away from 
the body and keep you sleeping comfortably throughout the night.

789 Quantum Edge Wrapped Coils provide increased edge support and 
increase the overall size of your sleeping surface. The individually wrapped 
coils contour to your body and reduce motion transfer disturbances.



Premium Series
JAELYN PILLOWTOP

*Displayed Fabric May Vary

www.symbolmattress.com

MATTRESS CODE: UKQA26

WARRANTY: 10 YEARS NON-PRORATED.

Symbol Premium Series
Symbol’s Premium Series mattresses 

feature upgraded looks, larger profiles, 
and more advanced materials proven to 

improve your quality of sleep.

Designed and built 
in the USA..

Proven materials 
made to last.

Contouring designs
for deeper sleep.

Cool gel foam for a 
cooler sleep.

Twin Twin-xl Full Queen King Cal King

14” | Pillow-Top
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Support Core

Natural Cotton FR Barrier

Cooling Gel Quilt

Cooling Gel Quilt

Breeze Quilt

Five-Zone Convoluted Serene™ Foam

Super Soft Foam

Support Foam

789 Quantum Edge
Wrapped Coils

Gel Infused Serene Foam features advanced supportive air technology, 
which includes billions of microscopic air capsules that promote airflow, en-
hance breathability, and increases support without compromising comfort.

Cooling Gel Foam in the quilt feature gel particles to move heat away from 
the body and keep you sleeping comfortably throughout the night.

789 Quantum Edge Wrapped Coils provide increased edge support and 
increase the overall size of your sleeping surface. The individually wrapped 
coils contour to your body and reduce motion transfer disturbances.


	Twin price: 999.99
	Twinxl price: 999.99
	Full price: 999.99
	Queen price: 999.99
	King price: 999.99
	Cal king price: 999.99
	Twin pricePT: 999.99
	Twinxl pricePT: 999.99
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	King pricePT: 999.99
	Cal king pricePT: 999.99
	Twin pricePL: 999.99
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	King pricePL: 999.99
	Cal king pricePL: 999.99


